


The Natural Processes are those related to what a stream transports:

Sediment

Water

Fish

Debris  (one culvert better than two IF you can get just one in)

MESBOAC  

is nothing more than an acronym to help remember 

some of the Important things to think about 

when sizing and installing a culvert  (good footings or compacted base)

It is based on 

natural processes with minimum long-term cost

rather than 

minimum sizing for minimum short-term costs



Before getting into MESBOAC - - -

We need to understand the basics of 

SEDIMENT FLOW

BANKFULL WATER FLOW

HOW LAND USE CHANGE - - -

CHANGES BANKFULL FLOW (and much larger)

RISKY BUT REAL BUSINESS  

- - - THE RECURRENCE INTERVAL FOR DESIGN

READ THE RIVER

DESIGN  Some CULVERT CROSSINGS WITH HY8

MESBOAC



LASER LEVELING

With the possible exception of small culverts (1-ft to 3-ft)

You will need to know laser leveling (or optical levels on a tripod) 

(or total stations or gps survey-grade instruments)

Level surveys and setting with levels will ensure an installation that can handle

all natural processes

Most culverts set without channel information and without laser-level setting 

result In installations that will not allow water, sediment and fish to pass in the 

appropriate amounts.

You don’t need to know leveling today for the information materials or for the 

exercises, but if you’re serious about putting in large culverts, you do!



SEDIMENT

FLOW



Wentworth scale of pebble sizes

(from silt & clay to boulders)

Each class is twice the size of the

previous class

Widely used by geology, engineering,

soil, and hydrology disciplines

The unit of choice is universally mm,

but inches are shown for comparison

SEDIMENT
Some is mud and sand, 
Some is gravel, cobble and boulders



A stylized pebble

Measure the median axis in mm

Need at least 100, use the toe to

to method. Developed by  Prof.

“Redds” Wolman at Rutgers 

in early ‘50s





From Rosgen 2007

Sediment sizes 

on the riffle are 

the primary 

concern when 

setting culverts

Additionally, it 

is said of 

constructing 

new channels:

“ if you get the 

riffle slope,            

width and 

depth right, the 

rest of the 

channel will 

develop by 

itself”



D50

D84

0.9” 2.0”

The average particle 
moved by the channel

The approx. largest particle 
moved by the channel



D50

D84

0.9” 2.0”

The average particle 
moved by the channel

The approx. largest particle 
moved by the channel

These are the average and largest particles moved by which flow in the channel?



Kingsbury Creek

Lake Superior Zoo



The two MAJOR factors determining 

the size of pebbles moved are

Water Depth (above the riffle)

Water slope

Their product gives shear stress
The force that moves particles

Lane, E.W.  1955.  Design of stable 

channels.  Amer. Soc. of Civil Engineers 

Transactions.  Paper 2776:1234-1279. 

The equation is derived by a regression of data and seems magic because mm = cm.  

DdS
c

==τ

DdS
c

==τ
DdS

c
==τ



Lane, E.W.  1955.  Design of stable channels.  Amer. Soc. of 

Civil Engineers Transactions.  Paper 2776:1234-1279. 

DdS
c

==τ
Shear Stress     =         depth x Slope           =           Diameter of particle moved

Kg/m2               =      mm  x  decimal slope   =          cm

A clever use of regression on water depth, slope and size of particles in canals 

Channels throughout  countries of the British Empire gave an extremely useful 

equation for predicting the size of particles moved by a channel.

Don’t try to balance units even though all the units are metric, they are derived

linear regression.



Make Your Own Lane Equation Cheat Sheet

Open up the file:

laneequation.xlxs

from the memory stick.





Water Flow
at the

Bankfull
Stage



Late March, Mississippi River south of Grand Rapids, Minnesota

The bankfull elevation is the elevation of the depositional flat
immediately adjacent to the channel that is actively building 

In the current climate and landuse of the basin

Eroding High Terrace

Floodplain



High Terrace

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

High Terrace 

Floodplain

Bankfull Elevation Point Bar

Eroding Bank

Low Terrace

Building and eroding ciruculation cells that shape the channel

They flow in a spiral downstream

Forested or grassy Floodplain

Circulation cells, fully developed during bankfull discharge,

shape the channel!  Giving Helical flow.



High Terrace

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

High Terrace 

Floodplain
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Eroding Bank

Low Terrace

Building and eroding ciruculation cells that shape the channel

They flow in a spiral downstream

Forested or grassy Floodplain

Circulation cells, fully developed during bankfull discharge,

shape the channel!  Giving Helical flow.



High Terrace

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

High Terrace 

Floodplain

Bankfull Elevation Point Bar

Eroding Bank

Low Terrace

Building and eroding ciruculation cells that shape the channel

They flow in a spiral downstream

Forested or grassy Floodplain

Rosgen 1996

The effective discharge is the bankfull discharge

Bankfull Discharge

Moves the most
Sediment over time

QBKF



High Terrace

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

High Terrace 

Floodplain

Bankfull Elevation Point Bar

Eroding Bank

Low Terrace

Building and eroding ciruculation cells that shape the channel

They flow in a spiral downstream

Forested or grassy Floodplain

It is more correct to say: bankfull discharge is an 

index of the range of flows that shape the channel 

and build the valley floodplain.

About a foot

below and above

The bankfull 

elevation







Floodprone Width or Area (the 50 - 60-year flood level) 
Low Terrace

Low Terrace
Floodplain

High Terrace

Low Terrace

Low Terrace
Floodplain

High Terrace

High Terrace

High Terrace

FloodplainFldPln

Floodplain
Floodprone elevation is measured at

twice the maximum channel depth at a riffle

Low 

Terrace

Relatively flat surfaces below the floodprone elevation and

above the floodplain are low terraces





Glacial Till

clay loam with gravel

and cobble embedded

Alluvial, reworked sands & gravels

 Organic Soil

Sedges

Outwash Sands and Gravels from glacial meltwater

The bankfull elevation is the hollow bottom adjacent to the stream

Alder

Floodplain

Disregard discontinuous levees along the stream



     Based on a frequency analysis of the annual

     peak flows .

     Allows only one peak value for each year of

     record.

     A frequency analysis must have a minimum of

    10 years 

     The depositional flat found upstream from the

     gauging site will correspond to the 

     1.2- to 1.8-year frequency.

     On average it is about the 1.5-year event. 

     

     Taken as a full fraction:  3 / 2  it occurs 2 out

     of 3 years. 

     Over the long span of years, the bankfull flow

     is the most prevalent flow that is fast enough

     to entrain the channel bottom and transport

     bed & suspended sediment. 

     Bankfull flow shapes the channels.

     Doing this procedure at a USGS gauging site is a good

     way to calibrate your eye.  

Bankfull Flow from

Two Perspectives:

First

The math perspective

Using USGS peak flow 

At a gaging station



� Based on a frequency analysis of annual peak flows

� Make a list of the largest flow in each year of record

� You need at least 10-years of record to do the minimum analysis

� Order the list with the highest flow first and the lowest flow last

� Calculate plotting positions with a simple formula and get frequency of occurrence

� The depositional flat near a USGS gage station will correspond with a water stage

• and flow at that elevation having a frequency between 1- and 2-years.

� On average, it is the 1.5-year flow

� Taken as a full fraction, 3/2, it occurs 2 out of 3 years

� Over the long span of years, the bankfull flow is the most prevalent flow that is fast enough

• to entrain the channel bottom and transport large sediment sizes as well as

• suspended sediment (silts, clays, fine sand)

� Bankfull flow shapes the channel!

� Doing a frequency analysis at a USGS gage and finding the depositional flat is a good

• way to calibrate you eye to see bankfull flats

Bankfull Flow from two perspectives:   First, the Math Perspective at a USGS Gage



Bankfull Flow Second Perspective, The Every Year Reality from Observations

In 2 out of 3 years the bankfull flow will just fill the channel and hover there for a few

hours, a few days, a few weeks, (I seen it last 10-weeks with the right melt, freeze, 

rain cycles)

In the third year there is either a flood or a drought 

If we allow some variation in flow rate (say + or – 10% the bankfull flow occurs more 

than once a year

During the melt of large snowpacks it may occur during one, two, or three weeks  

Usually a large July or a large Fall storm will bring the channel to bankfull stage too

Both spring, fall, and early winter spawning fish will key on the spate associated

with flow near the bankfull stage

Bankfull flows course through a watershed like an “almost flood wave” rather than 

filling all of the channels in a watershed at the same time.



     In 2 out of 3 years the water in the stream will

     rise to just fill the channel at bankfull and hover

     there for a few hours or a few days.

      In the 3rd year there is either a flood or a drought.

     If we allow some variation in flow rate, say +/- 10%,

     the bankfull flow actually occurs more than once a

     year.

     During the melt of large snowpacks, it may occur

     during one, two, or three weeks; depending on the

     melt/freeze cycles.

     Usually, a large July or a large Fall rain will also

     bring the channel to near the bankfull stage.

     Both Spring and Fall spawning fish are 

     responding to the near bankfull flow rate.

     Bankfull flows course through basins in a pulse,

     rather than filling all of the channels to bankfull at the

     same time. 

Bankfull Flow from

Two Perspectives:

Second

The every year

Reality from

Observations







Read the River

• There is only ONE Bankfull elevation

• It is the depositional flat immediately adjacent to the 
channel continuous or discontinuous                                  
enormous or only as large as your foot. 

• In B, G, C, E, D, DA, and F channels the 
DEPOSITIONAL FLAT is the bankfull elevation 

• In A channels calculate bankfull flow in a nearby 
reach of the same channel with a different channel 
type, then transfer the flow back to the A channel and 
use appropriate slope and roughness terms to 
calculate bankfull stage



The Aldo Leopold Foundation

Top: Aldo, Estella, Luna, Starker; bottom Nina, Estella, Jr. and Gus.  Carl took

the picture.







“Learn to read the land (river), and when you do 

I have no fear of what you will do with it; 

indeed, I am excited about what you will do for it.”

Aldo Leopold, 1966 A Sand County Almanac





Luther Aadland

HOW LAND USE CHANGE 

CHANGES BANKFULL



Indian Creek, NH  Nat. Geog. Soc.1989 

What determines 
the width of a river?

Watershed Area

Climate
Rainfall and Snowmelt 
Occurrence 
reflected in the
ANNUAL Water Cycle

Land Use

Channel Slope
Sediment Type

Clay Silt
Sand Gravel
Cobble Boulder
Bedrock

Bank Vegetation

Watershed Slope

Channel Obstacles
Trees        Dams
Culverts   Roads

Sediment Supply

Basin

Characteristics

Channel

Characteristics

1
70%

Valley Width & Shape

2
30%

3
50%



How to Read the River & the Land

• Water that just fills the channel and begins to overflow on 

its floodplain is the Bankfull Flow

• At Bankfull flow, water velocity is high enough to move 

sediment in the channel bottom, yet low enough to allow 

fish migration during spawning.

• Land Use Change changes the magnitude of bankfull flow

• Mechanisms that allow LU Change to Impact Streams

• How Much LU Change on What Size Basin



Erosion Zone Transition Zone Deposition Zone

Dist. upstream from mouth

Low Gradient reaches
responded by building 
up and now exhibit an
Aggrading Floodplain

Tributaries
MouthMain stem

Response to Landuse Changes

New Floodplain



Str’mType A G F B CE DA

w/d Ratio

Entrench.

Sinuosity

Slope (%)

1.0 - 1.41.0 - 1.41.0 - 1.4 1.41 - 2.2 > 2.2 > 2.2  Mult.Chnls  Mult.Chnls

< 12< 12 > 12> 12< 12 > 12 > 40 < 40

Dimension

Pattern

< 1.2 > 1.2 > 1.2 > 1.2 > 1.2> 1.5

10 - 4 4 - 2 4 - 2 4 - < 2 2 - < 2 2 - < .1 2 - < .1 < .5

D

1.2 - 1.5< 1.2

A G F B E C D DA



Stream Stability

• The ability of a stream to maintain, over time,     

its Dimension, Pattern, and Profile

• So it neither aggrades nor degrades

• And is able to transport, without adverse effect, 

the flows and detritus of its watershed 



Physical Cause May Include:

• Lowering of a larger order channel

• Cutting off meander bends to align culverts

• Straightening channels to pass floods quicker

• Blocking or using too much of the floodplain

– Deep road fills with too small culverts

– Broad road bases paralleling the stream

• Excessive removal of large woody debris

• Changes in land use



Unstable Streams 

Don’t Like Their Type

Stream

Type A G F B E C D DA

W/D 7 7 20 20 8 24 50 40

Sinuosity 1.1 ~1.5 1.5 ~1.2 2.0 1.3 1.1 ~1.2

Modal Stream Dimension Values for Stable Streams in the Eastern US

Based on Annable 1995, Rosgen 1996, Stevens-Savory et al., 1998

Look for unstable streams when W/D > +25% (C&E) or Sinuosity < -33% (F&E)

Unstable streams deviate from the mode of their class

They are in the process of changing from one type to another
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R if f le
P o o l

W a te r  S u r fa c e  P ro f ile

H ig h  F lo w

L o w  F lo w

P r o f i le  ( in  lo n g itu d in a l X - s e c t io n )

Pool-Riffle Ratio = Pool  depth

Riffle depth

Pool

Better habitat has a 

Pool-Riffle Ratio 

Based on Maximum Depths

of more than 1.4, 2.0 is better 

If you are using Mean Cross Sectional Depths

Look for a Pool-Riffle Ratio of 2 to 3 as desirable



Channel Slump in clay on the North Fork of the Nemadji  Basin



Loss of Stream Channel Sinuosity

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Large

Basins 

Original

Logging

Only

Stream

Clean' & 

Logging

Catastro-

phic Fire

& Ag

All Ag

Southern Lake Superior Clay Belt

Channel Type E

Cumulative impacts on the amount of stream habitat



With 50% 
of the upland aspen
forest clearcut, 
snowmelt peaks become
de-synchronized 
yielding two smaller 
peak flows

Mature forest
hydrograph

Marcell Experimental Forest, northern Minnesota, watershed no. 4



With all of the aspen
upland clearcut, snowmelt
peakflow is synchronized, 
occurring 4 days earlier than
mature forest conditions, and 
at twice the peakflow rate.

Mature forest hydrograph

Marcell Experimental Forest, northern Minnesota, watershed no. 4
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South Lake Superior Clay Belt Region
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“The amount of channel sedimentation 
caused by land-cover changes
over 125 years since European 
settlement is about equal to that 
caused mainly by an increase in
base level change over 4,000 
years before European settlement.”  
Fitzpatrick, Knox and Whitman, 1999

Channel adjustments may occur in one storm, 
or they may take ½ to several centuries

A headcut on the

Nemaji River tributary

In the North Fish Creek Basin near Ashland, Wisconsin



How much landuse change does 

it take to cause these changes ?

• Using a basin with all 15-year to 150-year 
aged forests as the normal condition

• Converting ½ the basin to agriculture would 
actually reduce bankfull flows about 20%

• Converting 2/3 of the basin to agriculture 
would double or triple bankfull flows

• Combinations of open land and young forest 
land (< 15 years old) does the same thing



How does this land use change work?

• The change is caused by more rapid 
snowmelt or by more rapid delivery of rain

• Either permanent conversion to open 
areas (agriculture, towns, roads, power 
lines, etc.) or high rates of forest harvest 
(more than 1 ½% per year)

• Will cause the bankfull flows that shape 
channels to double (or triple)
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Conifer Forest

Forest Harvest with residuals

Deciduous  Forest

John JereczekLIDAR hits



ForestForested Wetland
Pasture

John JereczekLIDAR hits

River Bottom Land 
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. . . effects of  forest harvesting on floods in 

snow environments. Kim Green, Younes Alila.

2012. Water Resources Research vol.28

New paradigm for frequency analysis has extended these results to the 50-year flood



Land Fragmentation in Southeast MN & Southwest WI

MN - DNR



MN - DNR
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On How Small of a Basin Will Land 

Use Change Actually Cause 

In-channel Erosion?

• For flat outwash or lake bed basins               
(< 3% slopes) they need to be 10 sq. 
Miles   before there is enough power in 
the flowing water to cause excessive in-
channel erosion

• For steep glacial moraine basins                  
(3-40% hillslopes) they need to be 1 sq. 
Mile 



flat  

10

Steep
1

1 mile township
Fragmentation of 

landscapes 

impacts bankfull flow 

at all scales

Causing changes in:

Sediment regime

Physical channel condition

Biota abundance

& diversity











Land Fragmentation in the Central and Upper Midwest
Impacts to Streams and Fish

MN - DNR
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Increases in rainfall & snowmelt 

bankfull flow may be caused by low 

infiltration rates (inches/hour)

Location & 

Soil 

Mature 

Forests 

High 

Compaction 

Harvest 

Lower MI 

Sands 

10 2 

Northern MN 

Sandy Loam 

5 0.2 

Upper MI 

Clays 

2 0.001 

 

 Mungovern, 1996



Wang, et al.

1997

WISCONSIN

STREAMS



Kankakee River (NE IL)

small mouth bass populations

Years Adult Bass/ha 

1915 -1925 65 

1977-1990 27 

2060 9 

 

 

Range in forested watersheds from literature: 84-146

Kwak, et al., 1999



Causes of Decline

• Primarily caused by increases in the mean 

discharge during the spawning/rearing period          

(the bankfull discharge rate)

• Climate warming and spawning/rearing air 

temperature increases had only minor effects

• Variability in winter discharge had only minor 

effects

Kwak, et al., 1999



Fragmentation of landscapes

impacts bankfull flow at all scales

• Causing changes in 

– sediment regime (mostly in-channel generated)

– physical channel condition

– biota abundance and diversity

• Cover condition over the watershed,           
whether at the1000, 100, 10, or 1 sq.mile 
scale, yields similar changes in channels



Within Mostly Forested Lands

• Forest Roads are, by far, the largest 
impact to streams

– Undersized and poorly placed culverts fragment 
fish communities

– Fine sand from eroding road surfaces,                  
especially at stream crossings degrades channel 
habitat

• Roads in Agricultural Lands can also 
have large impacts to stream channels







DO NOT use Entrenchment Ratio Key Breaks For 

Floodplain Design Criteria !

1. Average Floodplain Width Measured along several miles of valley
2. Minimum Floodplain Width Measured along several miles of valley

3. 10 times Bankfull Channel Width                                                                    
doing more really doesn’t help with valley flood flows or 
improve channel habitat quality

4. 5 times Bankfull Channel Width                                                
maintains most but not all channel habitat qualities and 
reduces flood capacity

5. 3 times Bankfull Channel Width                                                       
absolute minimum; any thing less results in degraded 
channel habitat  and inability to maintain a stable floodplain 
form (channel cut offs, headcutting, degradation, aggradation 
channel widening)               

Instead Use:

Mathews, 2006 ODNR

& additional criteria using 

drainage area. Appendix 7

Verry



Bridge and meander cutoff put in in 1982



Highway 15 North of Fairmount, Minnesota
Elm Creek Cutoff



FEMA
Channel Diversion Elm Creek
Southern Minnesota



Loss of 
Riparian
Vegetation



“Learn to read the land (river), and when you 
do I have no fear of what you will do with it; 
indeed, I am excited about what you will do
for it.”  Aldo Leopold, 1966 A Sand County Almanac


